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Abstract
The Evolution of Ornament is a visual exploration of Darwin’s theory of sexual selection,
abstracted into three textile panels representing the allure of textural ornamentation.
The fragmented shapes depicted are gathered together into asymmetrical layouts that
reference dissection and bird plumage. The parallel themes of glamour in the natural world,
and the pulsing vivacity of flora and fauna, emerge as a vehicle for the contemplation
of the innate irrationality of desire. The viewer is seduced through neon color palettes,
tactile materiality, and considered placement of specifically amorphous shapes. They are
intended to simulate in the viewer the reaction of a female bird when presented with a
mating display, a kind of visceral attraction to an elaborate presentation that speaks more
of intrigue than lust. Knit samples provide a textural complement, with many of the patterns
referencing retro futurism and the projected glamour of progress evident in American midcentury design.
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Introduction
Imagine a future where technology has progressed so far that it is no
longer valuable; it has become common, mundane, and inconsequential.
The inhabitants of this period have collections: things from bygone eras,
inevitable objects of tomorrow, and items that exist as outliers in the linear
timeline of human history. Their lives are museums full of possessions
made by people and machines and nature. Houseplants provide a
reminder of the earnest attempt nature made to overpower its greatest
creation. In the end, vines could not overtake human vice, and steel won.
But isn’t it endearing how the geranium reaches for the tiny sun of the
plant bulb? All the rules have changed in this world, but the human need
to collect, possess, and own is eternal.
We need nothing in this future. Suffering is artificial and self-imposed
by relationships we choose to be in. Corruption and virtue blend as it
becomes possible to undo anything. Command Z and bad decisions never
happened; escape and you’re transported to the tropics.
What do people want when they have everything? They want glamour
and history, they want sex and possessions, and they want power where
they can make it. Watering your plants is like cooking on an open flame-thrillingly vulnerable to chance, and charmingly outdated.
I have sought to represent this moment in fictional time as a series of
three panels, a moreish taste that leaves your mouth watering. They
represent the organization of nature, as it evolves ever more specifically.
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They are both of the past and of the future, a retro futurism of my own
particular brand. The idiosyncrasies of this future may appear decorative,
but they are in fact evidence of the folly of evolution. Survival of the
fittest, Darwin’s grounding theory of evolution in our era, was warped long
ago and replaced by a new reality. Philosopher Merleau Maurice-Ponty
argues that “...for centuries we have been relying entirely on our vaunted
superior rational powers, while rationality is itself inconceivable outside
our own physical realm.” (Jongerius, essay 2). Rationality has become
an ouroboros, a snake biting its own tail, an endless cycle. Survival of the
fittest presents a coldly rational world, but it is not the whole story.
As we dig deeper into rational choice, it becomes increasingly obvious
that we are innately irrational. We surround ourselves with objects we
believe we need, because they are functional or they are emotional
secret-keepers, or they are beautiful. Hella Jongerius, an artist whose
work is based on object worship, writes: “Functional things, which we
normally assume to play no significant role apart from their functionality,
were expected to absorb, as it were, one’s personal secrets. They were
not things one would simply dispose of, for they were a means of access
to tender feelings that were at risk of disappearing forever into the mists
of memory.” (Jongerius, essay 2). In this future, the irrational object
has equal importance to the toothbrush, and the two might appear next
to each other in a museum. Their comparison invites analysis of what
we truly value, and the self-imposed hierarchies we subscribe to in the
neverending pursuit of progress.
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Personal taste and human conviction have bred a new kind of object, the
most adult kind of object, and an object ripe with meaning and devoid
of purpose. These objects represent eons of the search for things and
experiences that make us feel glamorous. Glamour is the goal because it
means you have achieved a sexy kind of power and no one knows how
you did it. Glamour isn’t practical, but it can be beautiful and is always
popular. In her book Glamour, Virginia Postrel writes: “As subjects and
sources of desire, luxury and sex appeal can be potent elements in
creating glamour. But not every form of luxury or sex appeal is glamorous.
Mystery is required, and even the most glamorous objects often contain
a tantalizing element of denial.” (Postrel, p. 34). The search for glamour
has remained relevant because it is an unachievable goal that fully
acknowledges the superfluous and hawkish nature of mankind. A parallel
story could dictate a world where a peaceful zen, full of efficient fun, is
the unachievable motivating force, but I am a cynic at heart and feel this
is an unrealistic expectation for our future. We seek meaningless glamour
because, like a magpie finding a shiny coin, it catches our eye and draws
us in.
The objects I describe, these relics of glamour, are futuristic but they
are also retro. In the words of design icon Alexander Girard, “Modern
decoration, if it is sincere, doesn’t call for the sweeping away of familiar
things or condemn to death everything associated with the past. Instead,
it endeavors to reconcile the old with the new.” (Coffee, p. 8). The objects
represent a “powerful counter to forward propulsion” (Guffrey, p. 12),
because why should we propel ourselves forward when there are so
many other directions on the axes? Propulsion implies a force, a push in
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the right direction, but what happens when there is no right direction and
no force to push us there? Efficiency feels like the fittest trajectory, but
muscle tone is not all we seek.
Evolutionary biologist Richard Prum describes how in birds, “Evolution
can even be “decadent,” in the sense of its resulting in sexual ornaments
that not only fail to signal anything about objective mate quality but
actually lower the survival and fecundity of the signaler and chooser.”
(Prum, p.11). The objective is utterly more abstract, it’s a kind of
desperate grab for an intangible atmosphere that renders its inhabitants
special birds. “Glamour is experiential and ideological: it is a look,
an attitude, a feeling, and a message. Most important, glamour is a
specialized language: it is a multilayered representation constructed by
experts, and it is aimed at people “in the know”.” (Postrel, p. 5). The relics
and possessions collected contain viciously defended secret moments
when their owner felt that they had tapped the vein of glamour, and like a
sugar maple they intend to drain that source for a frantic sugar fix.
Papua New Guinea is home to 42 kinds of Birds of Paradise. They
vary widely in appearance, but each one is distinctly glamorous. These
birds are what happens when paradise is achieved, when technology
eradicates suffering, and evolution is allowed to play its little game and
design a bird that is completely beholden to beauty. The birds embody
Postrel’s concept: “Even in its most seemingly frivolous forms, glamour
shapes our most fundamental choices and illuminates our deepest
yearnings.” (Postrel, p. 8). Lust and yearning go hand in hand with that
indescribable spark that designates life. The male birds of paradise sport
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their ostentatious plumage in the hope of attracting a counterpart. Richard
Prum writes, “Birds use their preferences for particular plumages, colors,
songs, and displays to choose their mates.” (Prum, p.6). They aspire to
produce a replacement for themselves, so that even when they die (even
in paradise there is death), evidence remains of just how close they came
to perfect.
Richard Prum writes about biological evolution, and how a process called
“sexual selection” deserves equal credit for shaping nature as Darwin’s
“survival of the fittest.” Sexual selection is how the natural world evolves
beauty. When animals select mates, they are not only looking for the
strongest candidate. They often choose the showiest, most colorful, most
symmetrical, or most musical, because like humans, they are intrigued
by beauty. When this idea was first proposed in Victorian England, it was
met with strong distrust because people were uncomfortable with the idea
of animals having enough subjectivity to practice their sexual autonomy
and pursue beauty. Not only that, it also put a huge amount of power in
the hands (or paws or wings or talons) of female animals, a concept which
seemed absurd to male scientists of the Victorian era.
In most species, the male specimen will perform a mating dance where
he shows off all his greatest and most beautiful attributes. The female
will watch and decide if she likes him. In this way, over millions of years,
females have essentially chosen the aesthetic traits that will carry forward.
Genetic traits that pleased female animals have been exaggerated and
magnified, and can account for much of the diversity and beauty of the
natural world around us. I like the idea that we live in a world where some
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of the most beautiful things, like elaborate bird plumage, are the result of
millions of years of female aesthetic choices. It gives a quiet power to the
XX chromosome, and a validity to the pursuit of glamour. I have chosen to
translate this perspective to objects in an imaginary future, through three
panels representing evolution ordering ornamental traits.
The evolution of beauty defies rationalism. It shows that we are
susceptible to beauty above all else, and nearly every form of animal
life shares this dilemma. Animals live in a far more perilous world than
humans, but even they are not impervious to the charms of composition
and color. I propose that in a world without suffering, where survival
is guaranteed, we would be completely beholden to our aesthetic
kleptomania, and like a Bowerbird collecting pretty things for his nest, we
would fill our homes with whimsical objects devoid of purpose.
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